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Cops, kids face off in street
By Damon Beck
Issue Editor
Police and antiwar demonstrators
were stalemated for three hours last
night on downtown Bowling Green
streets.
The 2,000 protesters finally returned
to campus at 11:30 looking for "rightwingers at the
Adminiatratioa
Building" after the police line pulled
back, allowing the demonstrators to
make the next move.
Two persons, Barbara Klein, 22,
senior (B.A. I, and John V. Buchanan, 20,

Zink had alerted about 100 police from
various surrounding communities who
were waiting for the protesters when
they arrived in the downtown area.
The sit-in lasted about 10 minutes
before Skibbie read the Ohio Riot Act and
declared the situation a riot.
He stated that more than three persons congregating on Bowling Green
streets could be considered a riot. He
gave the protesters two minutes to move
off the street

from Fostoria, were held by police after
a minor disturbance. Miss Klein was a
parade marshal. Both were later
released. No charges were filed.
THE PROTEST developed after a
group of students left campus following
the Ohio Peace Action Council's march
that attracted about 2,000 people.
The protest moved from innercampus
back down Wooster Street to Main where
the marchers proceeded to sit down and
defy pleas to move from Mayor F. Gus
Skibbie and City Safety Director Walter
Zink.

"YOU ARE going to be arrested foe
blocking traffic," Skibbie yelled into a

bullhorn and pleaded for the protesters to
"keep Bowling Green's record clean."

Here the march stalled.

"All we ask is for you to get off the
streets," Skibbie said. "We have the
force and the tear gas to move you if we
have to."

ANTIWAR SLOGANS, threats from
both sides and a face-to-face police-tostudent confrontation prevailed for the
next three hours.

He then ordered the police stationed
at the corner of Wooster and Main Streets
to move the people down the street.

At one point the police fixed their gas
masks, but the crisis of the moment soon
passed and the masks were removed.
Finally at 10:45 the pouce moved back
and Dr. Otto Bauer, advised the
protesters that if they stayed and moved
toward the police they would be arrested.

The protesters moved slowly down
Main, turned down Court Street and
continued their sit-in in front of the Wood
County Courthouse.

The police moved the protesters 100
yards, pushing them slowly from the
front of the Courthouse down the street.
The police then moved back farther
down the street and called the action a
victory for the protesters and the group
moved back to campus, where they
milled around the Administration
Building awhile before breaking up.
SKIBBIE, AFTER the demonstration
said he was pleased with the "mature"
way the police handled the situation but
was afraid some of them felt they were
ordered to back down to the students.

What kind of
town is this?'
By Glenn Waggoner
Managing Editor
It was like a play on opening night the way everyone knew his lines.
"One, two, three, four, we don't want
your fucking war," the crowd facing the
police on Court Street chanted.
"Oh, that's terrible what they said,"
remarked a prim woman on the
sidewalk. She grabbed her husband's
arm. "What kind of town do we live in?"
There was Mayor Skibbie facing three
students holding a sign with "murderers" printed in blood red, with more
students seated on the street.
"All we ask Is that you get out of the
street," he shouted through a bullhorn.
"We don't want to use force..."

N.w.pholo by J.O.

Street vigil

For most of the evening, the police ami
students stayed in their groups and looked at
each other. Several University administrators
and townspeople tried the verbal approach to

'MM

■!'•

stimulate the crowd to disperse, but were
frustrated until the lines of police pulled back
from students fitting in Court Street.

Students surround library

Demonstrations hit Kent
By Cindy Suopta
Editorial Editor
KENT - Following three days of a
peaceful and quiet commemoration of
last year's four slain students, over 200
Kent State University students blocked
the three entrances to Rockwell Library
yesterday where ROTC classes are held.
The demonstrators vowed to remain

strators.
About 1,500 onlookers surrounded the
building and were encouraged by the
demonstrators to stop taking pictures
and Join the sit-in.

at the buildinc until they are arrested for
civil disobedience or until ROTC is
abolished from the Kent campus.
By early Tuesday evening, no arrests
had been made although campus police
were equiped with tear gas canisters,
helmets and clubs. Students surrounded
the patrol cars but the police remained in
the cars and away from the demon-

MEMBERS OF THE Kent Faculty
Senate assured the demonstrators that
President Robert I. White will not call in

Police arrest 800 more
in D.C. demonstration
WASHINGTON (API- Police broke
up an antiwar rally outside the Justice
Department yesterday arresting about
100 protesters who refused to comply
quickly with orders to leave.
The exact figure was not known immediately, but 90 minutes after the
arrests began 15 to 20 busloads with 40 to
50 people each had been taken to the U.S.
District Court lockup. It brought the
day's arrests to nearly 1,500 and sent the
two-day total well past 8,000.
The protesters generally went without
resistance, singing to guitars and flutes
and holding up two fingers in the peace
sign.
THE RALLY had lasted nearly two
hours when a police sound truck announced: "A police Une hat been
established.
Leave this area immediately or be subject to arrest."
Policemen closed off both ends of 10th
Street between Pennsylvania and Constitution avenues so quickly that many
who wanted to leave had no chance to do
so.
Some of the estimated 1,000 people in
the block asked Deputy Chief O.W. Davis
about lea ving and were told "group to the

line and the men will put you on one of
those buses. That's the only way you can
leave."
A block away, at 11th and Pennsylavania some policemen drove their
motorscooters into the crowd, knocking
several down. Later at least one cannister of tear gas was fired at that
location.
POLICE BLOCKED off busy Pennsylvania Avenue, often called the Avenue
of Presidents, from 8th to 13th Street,
accomplishing what mass traffic-stalling
tactics Monday failed to do: raise hob
with traffic.
Some demonstrators attempted to
disrupt traffic again this morning and
again without success. Police arrested
685.
The police action at the Justice
Department broke up what had been a
quiet rally, watched occasionally by
Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell from his fifth
floor window. Mitchell was seen on a
balcony observing the mass arrests
later.
The crowd on 10th Street had been as
large as 5,000 but a poor speaker system
made it difficult to hear and many of the

people drifted away. Police advanced on
them from both ends of the street
packing people into a smaller area.

v

FROM INDEPENDENCE Hall in
Philadelphia and throughout many
communities in the heartland of
America, antiwar rallies, marches and
speeches are planned today to protest the
conflict in Indochina.
What police are referring to as a
possibly disruptive series of antiwar
events is planned in the San Francisco
Bay area.
"We know we wont be dealing with
toe dedicated pacifists who marched in
the April 24 peace parade, but rather
with avowed revolutionaries who are set
on causing trouble, even to the extent of
using dynamite and fire bombs in
sporadic forays," said Chief Al Nelder.
"We will not tolerate any nonsense and
where violence occurs, arrests will be
made."
A spokesman for the Downtown Peace
Coalition, Nancy Strohl, said: "Wethink
the days of April M are over."
The April 24 parade attracted 175,000
persons, without major Incident.

"GIVE ME AN F..." was one reply.
"Hold that line," was another.
Enter a core group of about 50
helmeted police in full riot gear.
Some kids bummed cigarettes from
them during lulls in the sporadic action.
One student asked a policeman for a
match. He was out, but offered the
student the burning end of his own
cigarette.
Eyeing the students sitting in the
street across from the courthouse, one
policeman said, "I'd love to wade in
there and throw a couple out," as he
fingered his club.
WALTER ZINK, City Safety Service
Director, watched the police form a Une
when they first arrived.
"Who's in charge of you guys?" he
asked nobody in particular.
"Clear the sidewalks," ordered the
police. "They're our sidewalks, too,
mothers," shouted an angry girl.
Our student body president. Art
Toalston, asked Zink at one point if he

could use the bullhorn to say a few words
to the students seated on the street.
"We don't need anybody to talk," said
Zink, motioning Toalston away.
Playing it cool, keeping the students
moving down Court Street, a policeman
was walking slowly across a lawn Just
before dark.
"Get off of my yard," shouted a longhaired youth from a second floor porch,
"or I'll call the police." Laughter all
around.
"See, it really is a pep rally,"
remarked a girl to her friend as they
gazed at the scene from the sidewalk.
IN LATE EVENING, the cops pulled
back from the stalemate by the courthouse. "Now they'll say we backed
down," said Walter Zlnk.
"We made them back down..." yelled
a student through a bullhorn as the group
moved back toward campus.
Very late, a public address system
was in operation on the steps of Williams
Hall.
"The first thing we've got to do," said
a girl at the mike, "is/decide what we're
going to do..."
Her voice echoed off the walls of
empty buildings, on ail empty campus.

Fire in gym

additional police forces, and urged them
to keep a cool head throughout the sit-in.
The demonstration outside Rockwell
Library was preceded by a solemn labour memorial service on the Commons.
About 4,000 persons covered the lawn
surrounding Taylor Hall to commemorate the deaths of Allison K.auae,
Jeffrey Miller, Sandra Scheuer and
William Schroeder who were killed on the
campus last spring.
The audience listened silently to Dean
Kahler, who was wounded by the
National Guard last year. Restricted to a
wheelchair, the red-haired student told
the crowd that on behalf of the nine
wounded students, everyone should try to
make Kent a better campus to live on.
"WE SHOULD work for more student
government and more student activism," Kahler said. "I am sure that
with all of you here and with your support
and willingness to end the war, we are
proving that non-violence is the only way
to stop the war. You've shown that all
week, there has been no violence here."
Kahler told the crowd they shouldn't
be afraid of civil disobedience and to
proceed to Rockwell Library for the sitin.
"The war caused the four deaths here
and going to a peace march is more than
playing a guitar...Kent State University
has an important role to play in ending
the Vietnam war," said Kahler.
Rev. Jesse Jackson, national director
of Operation Breadbasket told the crowd
it didn't matter who killed the students
but "what" killed them.
"WE MU8T GET a president where
the young will get some new power," said
Jackson. "It cannot be a vicious power.
We must have an order that has Justice,"
he said
The memorial service ended with the
ringing of the victory bell with seven
measured rings, four for the Kent slain,
two for the Jackson dead, one for the
victims everywhere of war, hatred and
repression.

N«waph*t* by Lisa B*wUnt«r

Burning

\

The city fire department was called
to the Women's Building at 1:05 this
morning to extinguish a fire of undetermined origin in the basement.
The fire occurred in the north end of
the building near the stairwell. A window
was reported broken near the scene of
the fire. One truck responded to the
alarm.

Members of the May
draft cards during th>
University yesterday
strators later surrour
for ROTC classes.

>ay Coalition burned
rally at Kent State
afternoon. Demonted a building used
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tell him the truth

eDITGRiaLS
mindless boobs
The mindless boobs who occupy this campus
sometimes outdo even themselves.
They say Bowling Green Is the targeted school this
year.
They say bumper stickers Inscribed. "Kent, 1970;
Bowling Green, 1971 " have been seen In Berkeley.
They say professors have been instructed to get their
grades in early before the school closes.
And they say a lot of otherthlngs.all serving to feed an
already high-flying ego trip that in Itself could be all that's
needed to brutally crash them backdown into reality.
Well, if you're going to spread rumors, why not spread
some good ones?
Like the 43 weatherman midgets driving around
campus in an orange Volkswagen bus with plastic explosives tied down on the ski-rack.
Or that a bumper sticker saying "See you in Bowling
Green" was spotted on the stern of a Rumanian tanker
anchored in Maumee Bay.
Or the one about the National Guard conducting
maneuvers In the utility tunnels underneath the campus.
As a matter of fact, a former BG News co'umnlst was In
Washington over the weekend and asked /vw /day Coalition
leaders, including Rennie Davis, about the plans to level
Bowling Green.
"Bowling what?" Rennie asked.
Students here should try to be just a little bit sensible
before their self-styled paranoia turns into a self fulfilled
prophecy.
They may not be as happy, but they'll be a lot safer.

true interests
In these times of strife, BG students are once again
showing where their true interests lie.
We try to cram Into the paper as much as we can about
what's happening and why. Sometimes not everything
we'd like to get in fits, and something lias to go.
So guess what single complaint The News has been
hearing most often.
The occasional exclusion of the crossword puzzle.

By Michael Saba
Guest Columniit
As we approach this week's anti-war
activities, activities which I had hoped
were to express our collective rage
against this sickening war and its continuance, I am disturbed by the trend of
the debate on campus.
It seems that the majority of my
friends, most of whom are intelligent,
sensitive people, want Bowling Green to
remain open. By staying open, they
argue, the campus presents a better
organizing base. Students, who otherwise would disperse, can remain on
campus thereby forming an effective
voice against America's bloody foreign
policy.
That is a good reason to stay open I
think. And that's what I thought last year
when we stayed open and were able,
thanks to a flexible and conveniently
frightened administration, to carry on
some exciting departures from the norm
such as the optional pass-fall grading
system and the New University.

for 1970. This is 1*71. The war continues
and the pigs are still in office. And
Bowling Green State University has not
changed. The majority of students here
are as callow and insensitive as they ever
were.
I refer you to a letter written in the BG
News by a male student, Will Mechling.
He argues eloquently for a peaceful
spring and an open campus. There is
nothini; intrisically wrong with his opinion
except that his reasons are selfishly
materialistic-for example, if this school
is closed, he says, students risk losing
tuition and a quarter's credit.
We can't blame him for his selfish
materialism. Americans are conditioned
to think that way. Even though his
educational outlook Is typically
American, that does not make it right.
I would like to quote a paragraph from
his letter:
"I ask you to consider that the man
who throws a fire bomb into the ad-

ministration building seeks to destroy
what you have sweated and worked for
and that is a better life. He seeks to
destroy the one chance you may have to
make a success of your life. When he
throws a bomb, he spits in your face. He
doesn't care that this is your university
and this is your future."
SOME TIME last month, I believe, the
United States government dropped its
largest non-nuclear bomb on Vietnam I
know nothing about bombs so I cannot
give you statistics or kill ratios. I can't
imagine what It looks like when it explodes. And I cannot, try as I might,
imagine what a human body looks like as
it is obliterated by that bomb. All I know
is that our government, in our name, with
our money, has torn apart many people.
When our government dropped that
bomb, It spat in my face. And I am
getting tired of wiping spit off my face. I

am also getting tired of pleas of snivling
middle class students for "peace and
tranquility" on this campus while die
American power structure destroys
other nations, other human beings.
Mr. Mechling and perhaps most
Americans don't care about other
people's chances for "success" and a
better life. If that is true, then America
does not deserve a peaceful and tranquil
society.
Mr. Mechling seriously believes uV
this is his University. He must not be
observant enough to realize that this
university belongs to his future employer
whether it be a school, a corporation, or
an army. And he will have just as little
power over his life as an employee as he
has now as a "student "
Apparently someone, maybe a
teacher, a politician, or his parents, has
told him that this is his future. He
believes it. Perhaps it is time that
someone tells him the truth.

OH YES, we had a march, S,000 strong,
to mourn the murder of fellow students in
Kent State and Jackson State. It was
impressive and it was silent and it was
ignored. Ignored by the press and by the
government. We didn't change anything
by marching silently. Those who believe
that our silent protest effectively
changed government policy are simply
naive.
But please don't misunderstand me. I
was proud that we could march together
for once.
For the first time we as white, middleclass students experienced the loving
unity and determination that had moved
the Vietnamese to defeat the invading
Americans or had given blacks the
courage to break down the racist legal
structure of the South In the sixties.
For the first time Bowling Green
students felt the oppression of the
American war machine and some of us
could briefly sense the rage that the third
world bears against American power and
American greed. We realized that the
power elite in this country would stop at
nothing, whether It be the liquidation of
Vietnamese, ghetto blacks, or college
students, to remain top World Bully.
YES, THE MARCH was a good thing-

wr man hoppi

the ugulap rock-watchers
By Arthur Hoppr
National Columnist

clear. The natives apparently feel that the rock will some
day magically confer on them wisdom and enlightenment.

Herewith isf another stimulating chapter from that
anthropological study, "Strange Sex Rites Among The
Ugulap Savages." Unfortunately, this chapter deals not
with sex rites,'but with the weird custom these backward
natives have of staring at rocks.
In the center of each native hut stands a roughly-hewn
rock two or three feet square. It la apparently a votive
shrine to the most powerful of all the gods in the pantheon
of these superstitious savages.
For while the Ugulaps pay passing homage to various
fertility symbols, miscellaneous demons and other
primitive deities, their devotions to the rock consume
literally hours of their time each day.
The ritual begins in each hut as the sun goes down. The
family gathers on one side of the rock in a semi-circle. The
mother places the evening meal on the lap of each family
member. Mother, father and children then turn to stare at
the flat, gray, dull surface of the rock.
IT IS THEN that a peculiar psychic phenomenon occurs:
each family member goes into a mindless trance.
The trance lasts from two to six hours. Communication
is limited to monosyllabic grunts. While under the spell, the
natives can perform simple motor activities, but they do so
with reluctance.
j
For example, after several hours the mother will arise to
put the protesting children to bed. Or the father will
periodically exit to pour himself another gourd of "boing! "-the native malt brew. But they return to the reck as
quickly as possible to resume staring at it as a bird stares at
a snake.
The purpose of this rigorous daily ritual Is tar from

"WHAT DID YOl see on the rock last night?" they wiU
occasionally ask each other the next day. But the answer is
invariably, "Nothing much." And yet they persist with an
endurance that defies the imagination.
Naturally, the children arc trained from Infancy in rock
watching. By the age of eight, moat can sit motionless in
front of a rock for 12 hours at a stretch, their blank minds
extremely susceptible to suggestion.
It is little wonder, then, that they hallucinate, envisioning figures of clowns, medicine men and talking
rabbits. The function of these imaginary creatures, oddly
enough, is to tell the children what to eat.
TEN TIMES EACH hour, on the average, one of these
fantasies orders the poor, unthinking child to consume a
bowl of "krunchi-wunchi," "snax-smax" or other dubious
native dishes - all of them syrupy sweet and of little
nutritional value. It is these hypnotic suggestions, driven
home over and over, that of course shape the natives'
dietary habits through life.
Yet the Ugulap mother, being untutored, not only approved of her child's day-long rock watching (it keeps the
youngster out of mischief), but cares little about even
rudimentary nutrition.
Thus, it is no surprise that the Ugulaps grow up with
rotten teeth, flabby muscles, pot bellies and virtually blank
minds. After all, such attributes make for Ideal rock
watchers.
Fortunately, however, help is on the way. A television
antenna even now is being erected on Ugulap Island to
bring education, entertainment and all the blessings of this
modern electronic miracle to these poor, uncivilised
savages.

ROOERS OF ARABIA

news Leners
parking solution-bikes
Since moving to Bowling Green and
becoming a faculty member, the
problem of automobiles seems to be
paramount I have had certain difficulties with the parking of my
automobiles, however, the lack of
parking spaces has not been one of them.
I do realize that the students have come
to depend upon the automobile far more
than they had in my college days and that
this dependence has generated a considerable space problem.
Here in Bowling Green, student
automobiles are parked considerable
distance from residence halls and
utilisation of them is suppressed as much
as possible. There Is justification for
this. The expense of parking lots and
certainly the expense of policing and
maintaining areas for automobiles is
extremely high and creates many other
problems.
Having lived in Ann Arbor and
Columbus and being aware of many
other universities throughout the
country, there exists a utilization of the
bicycle by the students. I notice from
time to time an article in the paper
relating to bicycles and have just now
read one by one of my students, Linda
Hare, on the problem she is having with
someone who has permanently borrowed
her bike.
IT SEEMS to me that a strong effort
should be made to those in our campus
planning positions to take every creative
method possible In providing facilities
for a more active use of the bicycle.
Students who reside a great distance
from rlssaas or those who have classes
spread widely apart because of our
critical space problems here at the
University, are finding it difficult to walk
these distances in the allotted time.
If bicycle walks, curb cuts, bicycle
stands and more active security
programs are established, I believe that
a ttemendous amount of need by the

students for transportation could be
resolved by utilization of the bicycle.
The distance the university is from
the downtown shops and so forth
necessitate a considerable amount of
time to walk. Many students attempt to
drive, only creating an additional
parking problem in that area.
Certainly the automobile is causing a
tremendous effect on our society. Those
students who ai e concerned with ecology
and specifically air pollution could
further this cause greatly by utilizing the
bicycle.

I THINK that it would be less expensive for the planners of our university
to emphasize the use of the bicycle rather
than the automobile and providing additional fund: for narking lots, meter
maids, police vehir.es '.rives, curbs and
so form that these designs and funds
should go for bicycle shelters, bicycle
security systems, paths, providing curb
cuts and in every way making the use of
the bicycle on our campus more
desirable.
Hottes A. DeHays
School of Art
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Faculty group elects officers

Senate sympathetic to strike
By Patty BaUey
The last Faculty Senate
meeting of the academic year
began with a moment of silent
meditation in memorial of
those lulled at Kent and
Jackson States.
It ended with the adoption
of a resolution which states
that the Faculty Senate should
publicly go on record as
sympathizing with and understanding the strike called
for May 5.
The
resolution
was
proposed by Michael Sprague,
student body president In
charge
of
rules
and
regulations.
The Faculty
Senate adopted it after a brief
discussion with only a few
dissenting votes.
Lee Miesle, chairman of
the committee on academic

policies,
introduced
a
statement on
teaching
responsibility to the Senate for
consideration.
HE SAD) THE committee
which had worked on the
statement felt out it waa
necessary because the faculty
might face a crisis related to
their willingness to accept
responsibility as well as
privileges.
Miesle added that the
committee could not fairly
conclude that there is
widespread violation of the
kind of professional conduct
recommended
in
the
statement. He said that there
have only been isolated instances of unethical conduct
reported by the deans.
However, Miesle added
that the committee had not

found a method of sampling
student response to faculty
members.
The statement of academic
responsibility of the faculty
was passed unanimously by
the Faculty Senate.
RICHARD CARPENTER,
vice president of Faculty
Senate, raised a motion that a
resolution be adopted to read:
"That the Senate Executive
Committee be instructed to
form a committee to implement the provisions of the
newly adopted statement on
teaching responsibility."
After some discussion it
was suggested from the floor
that the resolution amended
to read, "That the Senate
Executive Committee be
instructed to form a committee to recommend a

method or methods <of implementing the provisions of
the newly adopted statement
on teaching responsibility."
The resolution was voted
on after additional discussion
and defeated.
In other Faculty Senate
affairs, Dr. Stanley J. Coffman, provost-elect, presented
a proposed reorganization of
the office of provost.
Karl Schurr, assoc. prof.
Biology, was elected vice
chairman and chairman-elect
of the Faculty Senate, and
Wayne Johnson.assoc. prof.,
QAC.was elected secretary.
Richard Carpenter, prof, if

English, took office as new
president of the Senate,
replacing the outgoing
president, Allen Kepke,
assistant dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences.

Staff uoar&gtf'u jtK

Thieu to attack drug traffic

Nawipketa by Brian StaHans

Students gathered yesterday beneath Donald
Drumm's statue to the four students killed at
Kent State last year, participating in the
memorial service for them.

Troubled
waters

Memorial service
draws 350 here
By Peggy Schmidt
The American flag flew at
half-mast on the campus
yesterday. It was noon, May
4, U71.
On the lawn near the
amphitheater behind the
Union students and faculty sat
on the grass or milled about,
waiting for the start of
memorial services for the
Kent and Jackson State dead.
Shortly after the ceremony
began, the solemn group
proceeded across the campus
to the "Bridge Over Troubled
Waters" sculpture, because of
microphone difficulties.
Sounds of soft guitars
strumming and hushed voices
singing attracted the interest
of passers-by, swelling the
crowd to about 350.
"UVE FREE, die free,
and pass the word to your
sons." The concluding words
of the poem "To Malcolm X
from Horace W in Reply"
were read by Horace W.
Coleman, graduate assistant
in English.
Coleman explained that Kent State was
not the place where everything began, but rather in
Orangesburg, South Carolina,
where the deaths of three
black students went unnoticed
in the late 1960's.
"We must remember the

conditions of our society which
culminated in the death of four
student last May 4; we must
remember those who said
afterwards, 'They deserved
it;' we must ask ourselves if
the peace that prevails now is
a sign of better things to come
or is merely an indication of
our apathy."
With heads bowed in
thought, students listened to
the words of Rev. Ross Miller,
director of the UCF.
"WE ARE IN JAIL
because of the futility of
peaceful words without
peaceful deeds...we must
resist the chieftains of power
and wealth who exercise
control of the lives of the
people."-The words of the
Berrigan
brothers written
while in prison were read by
Rev. Jim Bacik of St Thomas
More Parish.
The crowd
watched, shifting restlessly on

SAIGON (AP) - U.S. officials have given President
Nguyen Van Thieu a
list of
suggested actions to curb the
growing traffic in heroin and
other drugs in South Vietnam,
informed
sources
said
yesterday.
The sources reported Thieu
requested the list aiter top
U.S. leaders here appealed to
him for government help in
dealing with the problem
among American servicemen.
Drug use among U.S.
soldiers is viewed by many
American officials as a crisis
that is worsening weekly.

military command indicated
10 to IS per cent of all soldiers
in Vietnam were using a high
grade heroin.
Underscoring the rising
concern felt by U.S. officials
over the narcotics situation
was the arrival in Saigon
yesterday of John E. Innersoil, director of the U.S.
Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs.
Ingersoll
made
no

statement on arrival. But
Secretary of the Army Stanley
R. Resor, closing out an eightday visit to the war zone, told
newsmen:
"We're taking, steps to get
greater assistance from the
Vietnamese government to
deal with this drug problem."

A

Resor's statement was
understood to refer to the list
of proposals given to Thieu
within the past week

Swords suit pending;
lack of interest noted

the concrete ground.
"Peace I leave with you,
my friends."-Five loaves of
bread were distributed among
the people by Rev. Paul
Tuchardt as some voices
Joined in the song. Students
tore off small pieces of the soft
bread and passed the loaf to
those around them as a sign of
peace, even though some were
probably more at home
sharing the peace pipe.
"We
shall
overcome . .someday. "-Clasping
hands and standing now, the
crowd echoed the words, with
somewhat less enthusiasn
than has been heard in times
past.
"See you next year, same
time, same place, same
war."-a line from another
Coleman's poems The crowd
began dispersing to their 1
p.m. classes.
The American flag continued to fry at half-mast.

TWO
CONGRESSMEN,
Rep. Robert H. Steele (RConn.l and Morgan Murphy
The suit charging that
iD-Ill.i, said April 19 that Evelyn Swords was illegally
their inquiry showed drug use chosen to run in the election
of "epidemic proportions" for student representative to
and added that the U.S. the Board of Trustees is still
undecided.
According to Mark Kruse,
who was elected to the
Black lawyer
1
position, there is a good
possibility that the suit will be
to lecture
dropped. "It seems that those
Milton Henry, atwho started the suit are no
torney and advocate of
longer interested in continuing
Black Separatism, will
it," he said.
give a public lecture at
2:00 p.m., May 9, in the
LAST MONTH, Eric Furry
filed the suit contesting the
Amani.
Sponsored by the
choice of Evelyn Swords from
Ethnic Studies Center
the Firelands campus as a
and Coalition of Black
candidate for the Job.
student organizations,
The suit claims that Miss
Henry is scheduled to
Swords was chosen by a
speak on the subject
screening committee which
"Why Separatism."
could have restricted other

students from applying.
According to the Student
Council constitution, any
student was eligible to apply
to run for the position.
Currently John Dunipace
and Miss Swords are
assistants to Kruse.

/W&Pllin 353"7JT7i
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Miss BG Pageant
Saturday, May 8

zL Isanello s

8 p.m.

203 N. M.in

Union Ballroom

Sawrlna OfMfl, Ohi.
«. Ik. h~>. D~a»

FREE Delivery

Contestants from BGSU include:

IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

Phone 352-6782, 352-5167 or 352-5166
5 P.M. - I A.M. D.i'y - 1 AM. M. t Sal.

Swon Soy
Thanks

SIZES
- it !«»•

Winnie Wood
Johnny Hepler
Marilyn Goodfellow
Mrs. Welt
Mrs Kisselle
Stage crew
Lighting crew
Band

Any 1 I
Any 2
Any J Itann
Dakni
Extra ChMN

$1 10
1.30
1.50
1.70

l.ea
.is

ii i-.»
$1.40
1.70

14 l..k
SI.90
3 30

2.00
230

2.70

II haa

$2.t0
3.40
l.tO
430

1 60

1.10
3.50

4.SO

.20

.25

.35

Iwaj

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE
N.W. corner of S. College and Napoleon Rd.
By Piedmont Corp.
Swimming Pool (Indoor) Commercial Stores

Debi Bloom
Nancy Quip
Patti Faulk
Christine McDonald

Deborah Pellegrini
Beverly Ruzic
9usan 9hort
Karen Sparka

Tickets on sole in Union
Shock After Shock
To Leave You
Numb With Terror
B.O. Opens at 8

ONE BRAIN WANTS TO LOVE,
ONE BRAIN WANTS TO KILL!

tHhp Kttiwraity £MUIJI

All apartments will be:
coannlatay lvmlahn«j
wit+i • dtwlln for ala
anal ahntant Wa.k.
«->>•*. Jiaaaaal
nUa »ninn

with woll-lo-wall €«•*«'"§
built with aalcan.a. A aatiai
plui individual haalina
and caalinf camrali

and IHkath

STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.- 5:30 P.M. MON. thru SAT.
Student Charge Accounts Welcomed
532 £. Wooster

See Model Apt. at 759 7th St.

-f

CALL 352-9378 or 354-7731
.

i
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Police, antiwar demonstrators

Tear gas canisters,
riot batons unused;
students retreat
peacefully
i

It was peaceful at first.

Marchers head downtown.
Skibbie reads riot act

1

k.

-

_"

-

-

r*
W
Otmonstrators move...with a little help.
Pokca wait to mow in.

The BG Ntws, Wednesday, May 5, 1 971 /Pog. 5

meet in three hour stalemate

Skirmish lints form.

Newsphotos by
Brian Steffens
and J.D. Fiedler, Jr.

A wall of blue uniforms and shiny hairnets.

It was a long night.
There was no shortage of people to watch the show.

'Rightist' claims BG politically prejudiced
By Terry Cocaraa
■Edttar
Lou Michelli, ■ chairman of Ac
National Committee for Luting
Peace, tried to organiie a right wing
rally yesterday on campus in favor
of victory in Vietnam: he failed.
Instead of holding a rally,
Michelli and a few sympathizers
spent the time talking among
themselves in Parking Lot E.
Michelli contends Bowling Green

reeks of prejudice against right wing
politics.
"Free speech exists exclusively
for the left on campus," be said
yesterday.
—
"President Moore. The BG News,
and the entire administration are
left wing tools. We have no effective
voice here."
Michelli blames the failure of the
"Peace Through Victory in Vietnam" rally on administrative
tactics.
—
HE EXPLAINED that be con-

tacted Parking Services here last
Thursday and was told a rally could
be held In Parking Lot E, across
from the Administration Bldg.
Leaflets were printed, radio time
was purchased to advertise the
event, and "everything was set"
according to Michelli.
In ensuing days, be said, administrators called and sounded
dubious about the original site. He
said they told him a musical was
being held in the Union, and offered
alternate sites, including the Student
Services Bldg., if the rally got too big

for the parking lot.
Michelli said Tuesday he read of
the switch to the Student Services
Bldg. site in The BG News. He said
he was not told of the change until he
arrived at Lot E last night.
HE WAS TOLD that the site could
lead to "violent confrontation" since
the marchers would pass the spot.
He said he feels the "run-around"
given him and the speakers by the
administration is a typical example
of local prejudice against rightwingers.

Michelli said one of his major
gripes is that "our side Is not being
heard on campus.
"Why is it that every speaker
brought here Is a leftist?" he asked.
"There is no equal time given at
all."
The major purposes of the
cancelled rally, according to
Michelli, were to be a call
for
military victory in Vietnam and for
stopping all trade with Communist
countries.
ED WILLIAMS, an Ohio official

of the American Legion, and one of
the cancelled speakers at the rally,
asked "Is anyone for America
anymore?"
He said he feels Communism has
"eaten up an awful lot of men and
land in the last M years."
He said the most humane tactic
to take in Vietnam would be to stop
trading with the North's arsenal,
Russia. He said he would like to see
American troops cut Chinese
railroads leading into North Vietnam and blockade Haiphong harbor.
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Campus Security on foot
patrolmen walk beats around
the campus but the size of the
force did not permit it. "With
the addition of eight men, we
now have the manpower for
foot patrols," he said.
One area of growing
student concern is the
University parking lots where

Campus Security is taking
to the sidewalks in an effort to
increase
the
force's
availability and provide better
protection for the campus,
James E. Saddorls, security
director, has announced.
Mr. Saddorls said he has
wanted for some time to have

cars have been plagued by
larceny
and
malicious
destruction in recent years.
"We'll have our officers
patrolling the parking lots in
addition to surveillance from
officers riding in patrol cars,"
Dale Shaffer, campus chief
said.
DAMAGE TO STUDENT
cars last year amounted to

Tel.
113 ».'«:.

IlliM-IUlK
t.lcl'll

Now Eve. 7 P.M. Only - Sot Sun Mat. 2 P.M. Only
7 ACADEMY AWARDS

more than 111,000. The addition of patrolmen on foot is
expected to help reduce theft
and damage to the cars.
Mr. Saddoris cited the
prevention of crime and the
protection of life and property
as being among chief aims of
any security force and "adding a patrol function, in
addition to University police

Get High For
The Phi Tou Bed Race
Thanks To
Kappa Delta
So
Good

To

Be

Together
The Teke

Go Swan Club
4 MAN YOU'LL NEVER FORGET..
N Y PO

(;i(»u;i (scon/iiVKi

>IAIDI\

Pull That Chain
And We'll Be
"No. 1"
Again

illWI^ITTONM»rMin MUM fiumtmi MMM •MOuctRW
i»«"> iicCMTHl m'lNilim SCHMFNER lYicIsVoM CWr'o'iu IDMUHOH Mil
-«ni» M'oiiiMti«iuii«"-iMi$uJMitti
HHMIOSWIH „
.j-ISOlOlirSSlOirvOMMMMlIt r^i^i
»..
2SSS|

[CTF-v '
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Hus at 9:50 P.M. Only Sat & Sun mot

4:45

1 Academy Award Oscar

MASH IS THE BEST
AMERICAN WAR
COMEDY SINCE
SOUND CAME
IN?" *»* >.
Ill •

Nr«v ro'fcc

Alpha Gams:

Thanks For The Grunts And
A Great Time,
Phi Psi's Are Backin You
All The Way.

Olive acnus.
Hiver to

By David 8. Hocmrr.

Ventured.
Forever.
Town.

u kind.
DisKrurc.

Imixirtant
par) of
arena.
Audience.

Too.
Seaweed.
New Mexico
state Bower.
How.
7:1 Lowland
Prophet.
embank*
IIIMI-IHMI.
nieiit.
Certain liill-.
DOWN
Seraglio.
Teutonic
liiniliiHMe:

Kxpiate.
t llite.

C.ocknc.s *s
steeil.

Combine.
IS

abbr.

M
33
31)

Blind.

I Singer
Johnny —.

25
27
2tf
2!l
iin
32

Property,

'IK ' ipi-n space,
(ill I;|II-IIIII-.II
clement,
ill French
islands.
71 Tear
asunder.
7'J Itemains.

SI IK lent of

cars, will help us meet these
aims. It'll give us the proper
mix of foot and car
patrolmen."
Chief Shaffer said that
some of his men were already
on the foot patrol and that
others would be added as soon
as they have completed a
special training program.
"Having some of our men
on foot patrol will greatly
increase the Security Office's
response time to urgent needs,
such as fires," Chief Shaffer
said.

the Kibe.

i>7 Fishing gear.

ACROSS

Bronze or
iron.

Altirin.il i s.
Sanctum.
Swordsman.
Uii;hl h.ni.l
men.
Fur scarf.
"Desire"
and others.
Minnie
organism.
Tropical
trees.
Also know it

:«i Wrath.
39 Sufllx for
cash or
cloth,
til Japanese
sash.

43 Freipienllx .
I.IBiM-ky hill.
ii; Goal.
4K Tits partner.
.il Kntreal.
a2 Wind soiinil.
."■4 Sensalional.
5a Blemish.
">ii Adililional.
57 Tied.
59 Nehraska
Indian.
lit lli-peml
("ill.
Ii2 Search.
h3 Otherwise.
I»5 Arahie
measure.
lili Printers'

measures.

Tarsus.
Tunisian
ruler.
Kuslilike

herb.
Low: Fr.
I.cual matter.
(.hull mi;
|Mirt\.

Health
resort

China assails

Incd. 'Best Picture * Best Actor

PUZZLE

Jixlueial
contest.

Nixon motives
TOKYO (AP) - Communist
China said yesterday the visit
by U.S. table tennis players
developed friendship between
the American and Chinese
people, but that President
NUon's moves to improve
relations are false.
The comment by the official New China News Agency
came in an attack on the U.S.
State Department for recent
statements that the legal
status of Formosa, or Taiwan
as the Chinese call it. is an
unsettled question.

Student body
applications

Uat's-cye.
Worship.
Turuierie.
Aneieul
tircek coins
Strike out.

I)r> land.
(iiHiiuaan
IMlllli,
mail.
Fr.
Worm.
Component'.
S.IMI

Honey.
Small Hah.
Hill's
part HIT.
\laiiH|le
carcfulk.
British
fellow.
Cooking
direction,

« Field EnWrprieee, Inc., 1»71

Sululian lo t'eslerday's I'uzzle

■

C 0 V

Applications for
student court, traffic
court, istudent body
treasurer,
secretary,
and public relations J
officer, may be obtained
from the student activities office,
40S !
Student Services Bldg.
The forms must be
returned by Friday.
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Veaterilny't rryptuatrani: His rhetoric is often
frenetic.

CLaSSIFIED

Spring Concert By the

BGSU Symphonic Band
Lorraine Stevenson, Clarinet
Soloist Vaclav Nelhybel, Guest
Conductor

■

• •■ , fcll"goPrp'TW>ffiPioiJuCli

Wednesday May 5
Grand Ballroom 8 p.m.

DONAID SUTHERLAND ELLIOTT GOULD
>■*-<>.

neowuMmae
- , ...-.,..

< A Ml" IS

Relax in 'Rockinf, Chair' liimlei.'

LC'mir*a2)

Trl.

THANKS
MISS "A"

Now — Eve. 7:30,9:30 Sat & Sun Cont. from 2
■ROM 'HI INIIINATIONAUV IINOWN OOOKV

KAMA SUTRA
...the motion picture...

TO SEE ABOUT SEX

QUOTE FROM

Newsweek

For Making Swan Club
What It Is!!!

tat am (Ompottd lite
Kama Sulia"
(l.am* n tht llmdu fi-l "I lute ami
Mia ma'am Int). a *mii lult of Mfm
•out ami jmttk rlabaujt-»n nl foinilat
and roilwi (n<m n«M l«mi of lout
i. ral.hr« to ir.nr IIMII|>1« jir,| ■ttanfij
\m auch at iinnn (Kt i|Mn,... ' and
Ihr -atlaci of itx? «iM boaw _
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»>«> a "hnUni ia.a lite Kanaa Sutra'
■ on It a lunxna't ol a fivan aarartt'i
ariual niuo«M. taboo* tantdoMt. m.ih
aaxJ tokthnrtt at a particular Uw TV
booai that matht act.tails ffcaay a ton
«t't tanual nah.it ate it.* utualH ho*to
manual, ai all but aorta*, unrvadabar act
•Mile iri-nti n.XaMv Allrfd KknaaVt
ftaM*i "nali ihoMHtB "Kat Amrncan
•final brhataor realty it and Mailm
aattl liahnaoail wnparalWIrd drmoatUra
MM of lb« pn.iKA.nu-.l nahjtt -I a*
fnm aitd Ihr 11 al line of mai" Mial
lual diaabahrtai ancludin| inapot*

Your 23 Swans

BHU0HB
iuH\ I INC.

NOW SHOWING

CHAMP.
is a
CHIMP!

" rye
WALT DISNEY

PRODUCTIONS'

THI BAREFOOT

Mill

Miinsi Ml s \!U
al
SOU
pin

laaamullonal nas-Ung Wed May i
in
room
20
Shalzel
Hall

IKI

Howling Green s> inphi.ni. Hand Coaeen. Mark S Kelly.
...ndiuliM. B 00 pm Grand Ballroom of the University
Cnion

EXECUTIVE
taaarNaUUftMaJWr. n

Hide available to Roth . NY
May 7. 371-1119
J girbi need ride to NYC
Thurs or Fit call 352-7K1
LOSTaFOlND
GKNKROUS REWARD lor
the return of brown notebook
containing
IMPORTANT
Business Records l.ost along
Highway Vicinity of Holidav
Inn Pl^ASE Call 352-0061 or
leave at 759 7th St Apt no. 10

Congratulations lo Debby
Born and Ronald Barnelt on
their Zeta Psi pinning l-mv
Mary and Lyn

AMBITIOUS MEN ol all
trades north to A1.ASKA and
Yukon, around 12800 a month
For complete information
write to JOB RESEARCH. PO
Box 1(1. Stn.-A , Toronto. Ont
Enclose S3 lo cover cost

URGENT-Need people to
sublease for summer close lo
campus 352-7(39

PERSONALS
Come tee the fastest BEDMEN in BG Come to the Phi
Tau "BED RACE"

U 'M Gold Bracelet watch in
Sig Ep. Kohl a Rogers area
REWARD 3544473

GDIC's vote for the winning
team-John Boellner and
Barry Emch

IOST Sliver rap around cuff
link with Bl stone J52-7746

HORSEMEN
Attend
organisational meeting Wed.
May 5 at 8 00 in room 20
Shatzel Hall.

Will

do

typing

333-0070

Congrats Vaughn on your
great "BG News" promotion
On to bigger and better things-Proud of you-Ex-BG Newser-Jeanne

Wanted exp slo-pitch players
for Green's Giants this
summer Call lane J53-71M
alter 5

15 REWARD for a lost Gold
BG
Ring
call
352-097(

lilsT Brown part German
Shepard and Collie puppy II
found Call 351-0595

Congrats Harb on making the
Goliteam
Debbie. Duma
Mary. Mend), Gordon. Al.
Debbie

Alpha Xi's-The Alpha Sigs
had a great time with you
after the Beta, your number
one with us.

Alpha Xi's Congratulations on
your Second Place Finish In
the Beta. Next Year the Alpha
Sigs and you will finish one
better

BUSINESS
OPPIRTCNITIES
«

ALPHA OAW-QM high (or a
hot
Phi
Tau
Tea'

Interested in selling your art
or craft creations like:
Paintings, clothes, ceramics
candles. )eweh-y etc. Contact
Metamorphosis at 236 S. Main
3524173 opening May 17th

BMW
Wanted People to commute
from Luna this summer andor this fall Call Diane a I 2-19.10

THEATRE

, .Wt I \

The hit pickin

aaty the
' motion picture aeroon
can kriaf to life
the atary of maloa and famalei
oojaylni KARA SUTUt 200 myatlo marrlago
toohaJaaoo. CaoM k* the fHaaat aad
■laHioiri yea am talking about,
wao have MtaMtaba* a
NEW KFINmON of SEXUAL NORMALCY!

UatetaNsa "I CHHbead Fdareiion Will meel in 207
.il 6 lb C.uest speaker will demunslraU' Ihe use ot
phyalral thiTap> in u> eleinenlarv school clasaroom

.SI'KCIAl.-ihoi.T of spag i2
serv i or veal par 11 serv i
Kach served with small
Italian salad and homenuide
bread II B at Ye Olde Pizza
Pub 5 00 - 7.00

HHIIIUI

Natd ride to Kent r'n after 3,

Eve. at 7:15, 9:30 Sot Sun Mat at 2:45,5:10

KAMA
SUTRA

I'jln, u v.. hil.jl.l
l>h I), Auislaiil I'roleuur ,'l
IMeay. SUpecr) Rock State CoUtge, "ill alva a srminar
lilOUed, "The i-fleil ul n< Mlininr pollutiun on the aluae o(
IremlMateT slrraias ' in 112 Life Seienrr al i Oil pin

Bale needed In Marietta Fit.
il Call 152-7746

You're Terrific!!!

THAT SHOWS
All YOU WANTED

ih aicei
yui'stions''
Feehaas* I'lmiiu-r Coun■tllBf (enter 320 Studerl
aarvlcej

Mi Ml

I iimmiiU'i OrKani/atl.m. rumimiliT Cealer, Baselnenl
Mi... I. \ Had,' nn am j unpni Hring lli'j.

0«)GIN*1 SOUS0t*AC« KCCOHDINO ON COlUMI

Orteo

\ I I

weaareda), Hat) i

»
V
ROMR>MTM*N WICLWW*
«|« »* ,, ,M.< «t«|

COW by DE IUXE« »ANAVi5iON»

t'."wtini:

I

Micky and Jean
Congratulations on Your
Alpha Slg, Gamma Phi
Lavaliering-The Brothers of
Alpha
Sigma
Phi

June la, at* i to Auitast j|. in, i
furnished carpeted gas heat
and air eondlUoning IIOO per
month all utilities paid except
electricity Ph .Ii3-?M1
ATTENTION'
Married
Couples' Need housing'* We
welcome you Stadium View
Apts • 342-5081
Apt lo be subleased (or
sumniei 1 or 2 man Thurstin
Manor right across street
Irom McDonald guad 3SMI23
Comfortable 2 bedroom apt
All
utilities paid Available
rest of quarter or throughout
summer J5441I4 or J»4-114A
after 9
Sum Apt ac. from ZBT. 22713 bet 5. 351-4545 after 5
1 person to sub apt for sum. 150
per mo. including ulil. call 3520245

1 br. (urn (ireeview
summer 352-0(41

Apt for

Apt sublet summer 2 bdrm
Greenview cheap 352-7111

Muoile Home lor sale 111' x Ml
Kxc Cond. 19 Gypsy lane Tr
O

19(1 6S0 Triumph Bonneville
Excellent condition
low
mileage Call Collect l32-2tt!
pfaaonabh price
For Sale 1963 Chev Belaire 6
Good Condition Call 352-016;
Motor cycle helmet. 115 00 or
exchange for bicycle Call 3544931
MAY SALE one-Ourd oft on
pottery clothing games, books
PHILIP MORTON CONTEMPORARY JEWELRY 112
W
Wooiter
1970 Fial, Siata Spring
Roadster classic style, less
than 14.000 miles. 11500 Call
T53J035 after 6
BSA-500 '70 CHEAP Ask for
Chip. 3214 Pike ave
RCA stereo for sale call Tom
3714445

Sublet Summer 5 bedrm furn.
house. 215-mo Rita 372-41(8

19(1 Prose he 911 Red, 5 speed,
leather seats am-lm radio
354-4425

Sublease for summer Cheap'
Apt 7. 707 Sth St. Call 3524115

Vox Amp good condition call
after 6 pm 151-0413

Wanted 1 girl to live in apt for
2 for summer. Air cond pool
Free June rent Will negotiate
for cheap Rent Call 1-4707

V or M stereo Good cond't call
Lammert
372-17(0
1100

FOR RENT FOR SAIL

Sublease 4-man apartment
air-conditioned 351-7097
CHEAP
For Rent 4 bedroom house 4 to
( students low rent available
summer and next fall 1 block
from campus Call 878-2199
after 8 pm
Air Cond . Close to campus
line apt. 1.2,3 or 4 people Best
Offer Call 352-7806
2 male roommates for summer Winthrop South Apis .
June rent free call Denny. 3529251 alter 5:00
Girl needed for apt summer
151-7114
Apartments a Rooms Summer Across Irom campus
Phone 151-71(5
Brand new deluxe 2 bedroom
apts available (or lease from

Two man summer apt Air
cond furn. close to camp. Best
offer 3SM4I7
4-man house lor summer
months 855 per man, completely furnished and a lew
minutes from campus >via
Feet 1 call Jell 1544284
conditioned, furnished
efficiency apartment for
summer reasonably priced
352-6179
1 F. rm needed lor sum. Im.
Grn Varw 1150 ea 3524(30
Needed 1.1.1,4 roommates for
summer-Falcon Apts 140 per

month 352-04(4

I,udwtg drums 11 piece over
11400 invested make otter 3525915 alter 4
Two Good stoves lor sale one
gas one electric Cheap Call
BUI 354-105
89 mobile home 12 x 50 6 mi
south avail June (86-4713
For Sale Hofner base Guitar 3
yrs ok) Call Mike 371-10(7
19(8 Volvo 144S 4 door sedan
automatic Transmission
Power Disc brakes C195 Call
351-0553 after 4:30 pm
1970 Javelin SST 3M CO. 4speed loaded (.000 miles 1521744
(5 Chevy Imp conv. 4-apeed

Harmony Sovenegn Guitar
E». Cond 850 SJ>774(

317. Ex cond MOO or best niter
ph

1524370

Plus: Eve of 8:50 Sot Sun at 2,7.5
•ooooooooooooooooooo

J^T DISNEY*"*

Bong*

a»h*»«mwkciMia«

TICMMCOLOn- ■?«•»

«•.»_

OOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOO0

Classifieds get results
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Youth holds electorate edge

Students, vote fuel conflict
By Richard Blyitoae
Associated Press Writer
Student power, magnified by the potential in the 18-year-old
vote, is fueling a new kind of town-gown controversy in college
and university communities around the country.
On one side: Young people and their supporters who foresee
and seek a chance to make an impact on government.
On the other: The establishment, which has pleaded with
youth to work within the system and now worries that youth
might take it over, dictating everything from the tax rate to who
represents the district in Congress.
THE RECENT success of a student-backed radical slate in
Berkeley, Calif., has reminded both young and old that in scores
of communities the "permanent" electorate holds at most a
modest numerical edge or is outnumbered by students.
"This could serve as a blueprint for other cities with the
same basic makeup as Berkeley ," »»d City Councilman Ira
Simmons, a 28-year-old attorney. Elected by a coalition of
students, "street people," and racial minorities, the selfproclaimed radicals now hold four of the council's eight votes.
"The students really could raise havoc," said Uroy Satrom,
mayor of Kent, Ohio-18.000 townspeople and 20,000 Kent State
University students. "Such a bloc could elect officials or raise
issues not in the best interest of thajcommunity as a whole."

BY ITSELF this is not enough to revolutionise local politics
But combined with campaigns that would concentrate the youth
vote by letting students register where they attend school, it is
enough to give edgy townspeople nightmares of hippie mayors,
tax-supported rock festivals and fleeing businesses.
In Kent, three students are suing against a state law that
permits students to register to vote in their college towns only if
they prove they plan to live there after graduation.
Similar efforts against similar restrictions are underway in
several other states including Kentucky, New Jersey and
California.
THE STUDENT-power advocates argue that students are no
more transient than executive trainees and many other
categories of people but are subjected to stickier registration
requirements simply because they are students.
"The heart of the matter," says the American Civil Liberties
Union, "is whether studf nis are to be encouraged to work within
or without the system.It is -raw obvious they will be heard. It
should be obvious that all possible doors must be opened for
their expression to come through our traditional political
processes."

Concert to feature composer

TWENTY-FIVE STATES have ratified the proposed constitutional amendment that could add as many as 11 million 18A guest conductor and
to-21-year-olds to voter polls. The requisite 38 state ratifications
composer, Vaclav Nelhybel of
are not expected until next year.
'
However what bothers the elders in any college town is not Czcchoslovakin will conduct
the University Symphonic
whether the young people vote but where they vote.
The proposed amendment merely gives qualified 18-year- Band in the performance of
olds the franchise in all elections, not only in federal elections as two of his own compositions
during the annual spring
affirmed by the U.S. Supreme Court last December.
Ruling on a law passed last year by Congress, the court concert tonight at 8 p.m.
Nelhybel studied at the
knocked down provisions for local and state voting, thus raising
the prospect of dual election systems estimated to cost up to $20 Prague Conservatory of Music
million nationwide. The amendment completely enfranchising and the universities of Prague
18-year-olds was passed by both houses of Congress this year andFribourg.Switzerland. His
compositions include music
and was sent to the states for ratification.

for orchestra, opera-ballet,
chamber music, chorus and
symphonic band.
Nelhybel uses
both
classical techniques. As a
composer, hi- stresses communication and rapport
between composer, performer
and audience.
Lorraine Stevenson, senior
in music education, will also
perform as a featured artist.

Today's workshop schedule
Roger Anderson, Pol. Sci.Impact of Indochina War on
American Political Culture
NOON
Dr. Michael Moore, Hist.Ron Lomas, SpeechIndians and the Mass Media ■ Why the U.S. Became InSusan
Cornillion-- volved in Indochina
Dr. Edward I-te Chen,
Alternatives to a Nuclexr
Hist.-Traditional Japanese
Family or Communal Life
Rev.
Ross
Miller- Family Systems
Dr. Maurice Mandell,
Conscientious Objectors and
Mktg.-Advertising as a
the Draft
Emil Dansker, Jour.-The Means of Social Reform
Editorial: Press Coverage of
Civil Confrontation Politics- 3 p.m.
Dr. Douglas Daye, Phil.It a.m. Dr. Louis Katzner. 210 Math Science Bldg.
Phil.-Marcuse and the
1 p.m.
Freedom of Speech
Gitss Who
Dr. Marv Kumler and Dr.
Conrad Pritcher, EducBen Rosenberg, Psych.~
Self, Society and War
The Natural
Carney Blanchard, Eng.- Aggression:
History of Nonsense
Women in Literature
Dr. Trevor Phillips, EducTickets for the Guess
Dr.
Newman, Chem.-Open Topic
Who concert in AnAmerican Imperialism
Dr. William Baxter, Bio.derson Arena May 16 '■■
Dr. Joseph Perry, Dr.
are soil on sale in the
Meredith Pugh, Dr. Orel Populan'on, Birth Control and
Union ticket office.
Abortion
Callahan-Open Topic
Larry Landrum, Mike
All $2.50 seat have
II a.m.
been sold, but many $3 1
Dr. Paul Haas and Dr. Neil Marsden and Dr. Ray Browne,
and $3.50 tickets are
Browne, Econ.-Economics of Eng.-American Political
still available.
Mythology
a Warfare State
Johanna Leuchter and M.J.
Dr. Elmer Spreitzer and
Dr. Eldon Snyder, Soc.-Open Hartwell-Women's SelfTopic on Contemporary Defense
Charl Saba-Birth Control
Problems
Rosalee Fleming, Grad. ai.'l Abortion
2 p.m.
Asst.-Women's Liberation
Jim Kellar- Organization
Mary Schaefer and Jan
What Happens
Weber-Introduction
to Workshop:
after May 5?
Sisterhood
Barb Apple and Barb
Dr. Bruce Edwards, Econ.Jobs, the Economy and the Applebaum-Day Care

This is the schedule of
today's workshops. They are
offered as an alternative for
those students who have
chosen to strike their
regularly scheduled classes.
Each group will meet on the
steps of Williams Hall at the
designated time, then disperse
to the inner campus lawn. In
case of rain the workshops will
meet in the Main Auditorium,
University Hall.

War

lichen

Froze appoints Beck
News managing editor
Damon Beck, junior
(B.A.), has been named
managing editor of The BG
News for 1971-72.
Other staff members are
Harold Brown, assistant
managing editor; Rich Price,
news editor: Jack Carle,
sports editor; Keith Meiser,
<*ief photographer; Cindy
Suopis. contributing editor;
and Lisa Boulanger. copy
editor.

Kathi Hatton.
Gale Bogle, Ann Hofbauer,
Patty Bailey and Peggy Schmidt have been named staff
reporters.
Students wishing to work
as photographers should
cantact Keith Meiser at the
News office.

Others students interested
in reporting or copy editing
should contact Kathy Fraze,
editor or Damon Beck within
The
ISSUE EDITORS will be the next two weeks.
Terry
Cochran,
Chris News is also seeking a student
Flowers, Meg Crossgrove and artist or cartoonist.

European study offered
for graduate students
A European field studies
course for graduate students
in education will have a
member of the Department of
Education faculty as overseas
instructor.
The courses, which will
consist of six weeks of lectures, seminars, observation
and visitation abroad, will be
taught by Dr. Malcolm

Campbell. Those enrolled or
enrolling in the travel-study
"experience" will depart from
the New York Kennedy International Airport on June 12
and will return on July 19.
Graduate students desiring
further information should
contact Dr. Campbell at 3722147

Open Topic
Dr. William Reichert, Pol.
Sci.-What Does It Mean to be
Free?
Jack Brown, Grad Asst.Open discusion, Ecological
Crisis

SEAWAY FACIAL TISSUES

FUTURE CPA'S
LEARN NOW ABOUT THE
NEXT CM EXAM
NOVEMBER 3-5, lt71

THE BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE

Our

SUCCVM'UI

Students Reprei

1/5 OF USA
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Aqua-Logs

Waterbeds
$29.95
Fully guorontaed (or
10 year •
lotixfoctlon guorontaod
California price.
Our fcing-alxad -oitrb*>dx maaiuro a gigantic
79" x 96", or* mad* of
Union Carbide 20 guoga
plastic door
vinyl, and
havo bull sealed ttamt, have
antl-fungiclda treated ploitic
ond have a Robert*' tlondard
■ liad valva. DO NOT DELAY
Sand your certified check or
money order with on ached
coupon to Insuro delivery
within ono waok.

Eliminate
the
negative

Send Coupon
Immediately
Tho Aquolog

Waiorbod Co

P.O. Box 15005
Columbus, Ohio

Nairn

°tqthe
March
of Dimes

Addr.»,
City, Stoto, Z:p

Outside Columbus
area add $1.50
fo< handling

Applications Available
For
Student Body
Secretary and Treasurer
Student Court, Traffic Court
& r-ublic Relations Director
Deadline Friday, Pick up Applications
405 Student Services

The Student Body

Organization
Is Alive!

■
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Eleventh one-run loss

Falcons fall to NAIA champions
By Harold Brown
Sporti Editor

two run splurge In the initial
inning.

Three two-run rallies by
EASTERN CHARGED
the Falcon baseballers were back with three more runs In
not enough as BG dropped Its the second inning and knocked
eleventh one-run game of the Price out of the box. Jeff
season to Eastern Michigan Lessig came in to relieve
yesterday, 7-6.
Price. The Hurons got their
The Hurons, who were runs on a single, a double, a
NAIA champions last season, triple and a walk.
ran their record to 13-14-1
Eastern's pitcher Bob
while the Falcons fell to IMS. Smoots lead off the Inning with
Eastern Michigan wasted a double and countered with
no time In getting on the another two bagger in the
scoreboard as they touched up third inning. Smoots also got
BG starter Steve Price for two credit for the win to raise his
runs in the first inning on only record to 3-2 with relief from
one hit. Price worked one and Tom Olms in the seventh.
one-third innings and was
charged with four runs, all of
Eastern stretched its lead to
them earned.
6-0 in the third inning on a pair
Four walks, a stolen base of singles and a fielder's
and a double led to the Hurons choice.

Bair :
MAC top player

•photo by L.O. Fullsrton

Top
player

"Control always has been my
biggest problem," Falcon pitcher
Doug Bair said Friday after
allowingonly ono hit to the Western
Michigan Broncos. Control was
not a problem Friday as Doug
struck out 13 and garnered MAC
Player o* the Week honors.

Doug Bair has been named MAC Player-of-the-Week
for his performance against Western Michigan last
Friday.
In winning his third MAC decision and his fourth game
of the season Doug gave up one hit while striking out
and walking only two.
Doug now has 35 strikeouts in 28 innings of league play
and sports an BH A of 1.93 against conference foes. He has
issued 12 walks to conference opposition.
BG won the first game of the series 3-0 and took the
second game on Saturday 6-5 before dropping the nightcap
7-6. It was the first time the Falcons have ever won a
series from the Broncos.
"Doug's pitching was an outstanding performance,"
coach Dick Young said. "I thought he threw better
against Western than he did when he pitched a no-hitter
against Miami last year."
Western coach Bob Chambers called Bair's performance, "The best game pitched against us in a long
time."

THE FALCONS started
their comeback in the fourth
inning with two runs. Greg
Plant filed out to deep right
center and was followed by
Tom Bennett with a single,
Bob Hill with a double and a
single by Greg Wylie that
scored two runs.
Eastern came back with a
run in the fifth to make the
score 7-2, but the Faclcons
didn't give up.
A two run homer by Plant
in the fifth closed the gap to 74. Ed Platzer started the rally
with a two-out single.
Neither team scored in the
sixth but the Falcons closed

the margin to one run with
another two run performance
in the seventh.
Tim Pettorinl hit a leadoff
pinch-hit single and Allen
followed with another single.
An error by the Huron's third
baseman put BG runners on
second and third.
ALLEN AND Pettorinin
scored on a pinch hit single by
Rich Arbinger. Arbinger was
left stranded at first after
Plant flied out to deep right
center and Bennett ended the
inning with a strikeout.
The Falcons could get
nothing going in the eighth or

ninth innings as they were set
down in order both tunes.
Mike Frilling took the Ion
for the Falcons and saw Us

4?

An ex-pitcher in the New
York Yankee farm system
and a former Falcon
dlamondman has been named
to succeed Dick Young as
baseball coach at the end of
the current season.
Don Purvis, currently head
baseball coach at Aquinas
College, will take over the
reins from Young who is
resigning to devote more time
to his duties as athletic
director.
In 12 seasons, Young has
led the Falcons to a 177-142-6
record and has seen only three

of his teams compile losing
records. This year his club is
8-4 in the conference and
carries a 12-17 overall record.

baseball back to varsity status
at Aquinas.
His present team has an 8-8
mark Including a 1M win over
the Falcons earlier in the
THE FALCONS' eight wins season. Last season his squad
in the conference tie the BG finished with a 7-13 record.
record for most wins in the
"I'm really going to miss
conference and if the winning coaching baseball," Young
ways continue the Falcons can said when announcing his
finish second or better for the decision. It's been a rewarfirst time since 1955.
ding 12 years of my life. But
Purvis has been head
baseball
and
assistant
basketball coach at Aquinas
for two years. He was instrumental in bringing

Stickers top Kenyon
After a very slow first half
the Bowling Green stickers
exploded for seven goals in the
second half lo overwhelm the
Kenyon Loi d* 9-2.
Kenyon held leads of 1-0
and 2-1 before the Falcons tied
the game 2-2 with 1:13
remaining in the first half on a
Leif KISMni goal.
The first half was 30
minutes of missed chances
and turnovers by BG. Several
times they had shots on the
open net as the Kenyon goalie
was caught out of the nets.
However, in the second half

with an assist from Bob Voiles
put the I-ords ahead 2-1,
IN THE SECOND half a
goal by leading goal-scorer
Bruce Correll put the Falcons
ahead to stay as Sachse got his
second point of the day
assisting Correll's shot.
Then the two goals within
nine seconds by Barry
Brandman and Sachse really
put the game out of reach.
Brandman's
goal
was
unassisted but Sachse had
help from John Hn/"inline.
The Falcons final goal o(
the period came with 1:20 left
to play as Sam Giamiaao with
an assist from Sachse put BG
up 6-2.
In the final period the

NcwipKoto by Bill Mclnfyr*

Airborne

Falcon's middle Rich Leiberfarb a member of the
second midf ield unit advances the ball in • recent BG
°"m' Ye$,*rdav ,he stickers upped the Midwestern
Lacrosse Association record to 4-1 with a t-J wi m over
Kenyon. BO has three games left on their schedule
this season.

stickers added three goals to
their total although the game
was already out of reach.
Sachse and Giarrusso both
scored again and Tom
Messemer also got a goal to
finish the Falcons scoring for
the day.
Sachse with his three goals
and two assists takes over the
scoring leadership for the
Falcons with 22 points on nine
goals and 13 assists.
In the last two game*
Sachse had had five goals and
six assists.
(torrell la next in scoring
with 18 points on 16 goals and
two assists.
A MAJOR
FACTOR
contributing to the Falcons
win was that they had to play a
man-down only once in the
contest. That happened with
2:18 to play in the second
period when Correll picked up
a penalty.
One problem the stickers
had been having this year was
too many situations when they
had a man In the penalty box
and had to play their mandown defense.
The opponents offense took
advantage of the
Falcons
several times in that type
situation.
The Falcons are now M on
the season and 4-1 In the
Midwestern
Lacrosse
Association with three games
left, two of them In the conference.
BOWLING GREEN will be
at home this Saturday against
the Ohio University Bobcats
and then play Ohio Wesleyan
and Ohio State in league
games.
The Falcons still have to
nope Denison gets beat in
order to share the MLA crown
with them.
The Ohio U game this
Saturday will start at 2 p.m.
but will be played on the
soccer Held by the ice arena
instead of In Doyt L. Perry
Field. The football spring
game will be played at 2 p.m.
Saturday In the stadium.
BG
Kenyon

7 112

BG-000-220-200

6 71

being the athletic director of a
12-sport program is a
tremendous job in itself."
"Don has tremendous
baseball experience at the
high school, college and
professional levels. He is also
a proven recruiter and knows
how to handle young men,"
Young said.
PURVIS SIGNED a
professional contract with the
Yankees in 1956 after he
pitched for the Falcons the
previous season. He led the
league in strikeouts and was a
member of the all league team
as a sophomore.
He graduated from BG in
1960 and received his master's
degree in 1963, also from the
University. He coached high
school baseball at nearby
Fremont Ross High School
from 1961-1969 and saw his
teams win 100 out 129 games
during that span.
Purvis is only the third
baseball coach at BG in the
last 47 years. Young took the
Job in 1960 and before that
Warren Steller compiled a 231150 record in 35 years.

Fun and games
set for halftime
By Via Mannlx
Assistant Sports Editor

Associated Prats Wlrophoto

Up and
over

Sprint car driver Ralph Ligouri
escaped without injury when his
car went out of control and did a
series of flips. The accident occured during the second heat of
the Tony Hulman Classic in Terre
Haute, Ind. over the weekend.

have that in mind, but rather
this: at halftime there will be
e pissing competition for the
The
"Brown-and-whlte" guys and the girls.
football game kicks off at 2
One representative from
p.m.this Saturday afternoon, each men and women's dorm,
and in an effort to get as big a fraternity and sorority, and
crowd as possible, Don any off campus student
Nehlen, Bowling Green's wishing to enter will receive a
head football coach has few chances, depending on the
promised to suit up the first 44 number of entries, to throw a
kids who come out for the football as far as they can.
game.
There will be two sections
Now that'd be far out. for the passing contest, one for
guys, and one for the girls.
wouldn't It?
Well actually coach didn't The guy with the best throw
will be awarded the game ball,
the winning girl will receive a
Bowling Green football jersey.
To enter ti*- —--'?st you
should come t»
i ime
around one 'hi ttofiniti- ime
will be annouHX" :.. OP *h»
sports page, the next two days i
and report to the mcnibei uf
the athletic department who
will be standing on the field by
the Falcon bench. He'll take
your name, who you're
representing, and explain the
details of the contest.
Check out tomorrow's
sports page for further contest
information, and in the
meantime start limbering up
those
throwing arm.
Who knows, maybe coach
Nehlen will play you some the
second half.

Gal's track
to hold meet

11439
11002

BG goals:
Sachse-3;
Gtarruaso-2; Elsmo, Carrell,
Brandman and Messemer-l.
Kenyon goals: Cronin and
Capute.

RHE

KM-231-010-000

Baseball successor named
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the Falcons offense came
alive and they put the game
out of reach with four third
period goals. The real Kenyon
killer came when the Falcons
scored two goals within nine
seconds of each other with
7:00 minutes left in the period.
Kenyon's scorer Dave
Cronin got the first score of
the game at 12:11 of the first
period. Cronin now has 21
goals and 23 assists for the
season.
However, the Falcons
leading scorer Steve Sachse
evened things up with an
unassisted goal two minutes
later.
Kenyon held their last lead
with five minutes to go In the
game when Charles Canute

Linescore:

sporTS

Win in 2nd half

By Jack Carle
Assltant Sports Editor

record drop to 1-3. BG left five
men on base while the Hurons
stranded 11 men.
The Falcons now prepare
for the big showdown in
Athens this weekend as they
try to maintain their hold on
second place in the MAC.

H.wspho.o by Sill Helm,,,

Close Call

The Women's "a" and "b" softba II squads braved the
wind and the light showers Saturday to defeat the
Kent s,a,e women ov
scores of 194 and 24-H. A
couple of real defensive battles. The women travel to
Ohio Northern for two games this Saturday.

The women's track and
field team will play hostess to
about 70 female sprinters
from nine colleges in Ohio,
Michigan and Indiana, for an
invitational meet here at
Whitakef Field Saturday.
Coach SaUy Parent will
enter 20 BG runners in the
largest all-female meet in the
team's fourth running year.
Participating
colleges
include Central State, Ohio
State, Kent State, Ohio
University .Collegeof Wooater,
Urbana College, Lorain
Community College, Central
Michigan University and Bail
State.
Starting time is 11 a.m.

